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UNCA Professor at the Helm of
Campaign to Protect the High Seas
By BOB COHEN
biltmorebeacon.com

That space accounts for
approximately 99% of the
Earth’s oceans.
But professor Helm is
not just thinking about
the problem; she is rallying an army of scientists
and concerned citizens to
pressure the United Nations to enact a treaty to
protect the high seas. The
UN has been researching
such a treaty for the past
five years.
Helm thinks that it is
time for action, not talk.
The following interview was conducted after

When most of us think
about the ocean, it usually
is about a particular beach
memory, sailing nearby
waters or perhaps a cruise
to an exotic destination.
But not so for Rebecca
Helm, an assistant professor of biology at UNC
Asheville.
Helm sees a vast area of
the the Earth’s surface that
is unprotected by treaties.
In other words, the high
seas — marine areas that
are not under national jurisdiction.
Support continues on 5A
University of North Carolina—Asheville Biology Professor
Rebecca Helm has cast a net asking for support from the
public for a United Nations treaty to protect the high seas.

Our State Seeking Cream of Crop Creatives
Our State Magazine is celebrating the
astounding talent of people who make
North Carolina so special in the publication’s 2021 Made in NC Awards.
That includes all makers, bakers, crafters, and creators. North Carolinians may
submit products through Aug. 16 at
https://www.ourstate.com/madeinnc/.

Maybe you run a microbrewery or
sell handmade soaps at the local farmers market. Perhaps you’re a skilled
woodworker or create incredible custom clothing. All items must be made
in North Carolina.
Categories include Craft, Drink,
Food, Home & Garden and Style. This

year marks the sixth year Our State has
celebrated the unique talents working
throughout the state.
Judges will choose one winner and
two honorable mentions for each category, with awards including merchandising opportunities, free ads and
cash.

Unsure about which category
your product falls into? Reach out to
madeinnc@ourstate.com.
Products
may only be submitted to one category.
Once all submission forms are received
an awards representative will contact
business owners if a sample is required.
Winners will be announced Oct. 6.

